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IWAYAFRICA AVANTI PRODUCTS
PARTNER GUIDE
This document is a guide to the processes and procedures of the iWayAfrica
KA band products. It provides a basic overview of the service, iWayAfri-KA
products offering, service ordering and change processes, fault investigation,
remote configuration, contact details and escalation procedure.
The Partner Guide is designed and intended for iWayAfrica partners
responsible for managing end-users on the iWayAfri-KA band service.
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1.0 General Service Overview
iWayAfrica Services offers KA band VSAT broadband service from Avanti off HYLAS 2 satellite @
31.0º East. The service is on a shared bandwidth provisioned as pre-defined packages and the partner
selects the one that best meets their customer requirements.
The products are managed by the use of a set of tools comprising:




Operation Support System (OSS)
Avanti Field Assist (AFA)
Avanti Mobile Assist (AMA)

1.1 OSS
The OSS server software is fully web based and is accessible to iWayAfrica Services for managing and
supporting the service.

1.2 AFA
The AFA is a web based software application installed on a Field Engineer's laptop that enables you to
configure and commission the iWayAfri-KA terminal. The AFA enables you to align the antenna using
the Horizon HD-S2 ACM meter and to complete the Job completion reports from site.
The AFA contains its own user guide within the software that is always up to date and must always be
used to install and commission iWayAfri-KA equipment. The AFA can be downloaded from the URL
http://afa.freenoc.lan:8080/AFA/. However, partners require Avanti VPN account to access the URL.

1.3 AMA
The Avanti Mobile Assist (AMA) is an Android application which allows all stages of a standard
Hughes installation to be carried out using only an Android smartphone with the help of built-in
sensors.
It
can
be
downloaded
from
Avanti
using
the
URL:
https://afa.avantiplc.com/manager/download.html.
Avanti Mobile Assist iOS app -allows all stages of a standard Hughes installation to be carried out using
only an Apple iOS smartphone or tablet with the help of built-in sensors.
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1.4 Installer Accreditation
All installers must complete the appropriate training program in order to be accredited to use the
AFA/AMA and install on the Avanti’s network.
Before Engineering accounts are issued to Installers, The Installer will need to successfully complete
engineering training and clearly demonstrate that they can install, commission and align service to the
required standard. The training can either be conducted by Avanti or one of the Partners Installers
directly accredited by Avanti.
The Partner Trainer will need to have an engineering certificate and account already before they can
train other Partner Installers.
The Partner Trainer will then complete an Accreditation Declaration Form (BLANK
ACCREDITATION SIGN OFF v1 available for download from the Support Portal) to confirm the
full credentials of the trainee engineers along with confirmation that they have been trained on all the
relevant training elements, which are detailed on the form.
Once this is done, Avanti will create OSS and VPN accounts for the engineers to enable auto
commissioning within the AFA. Any engineer already accredited by Avanti can email their accreditation
certificate to iWayAfrica Services to have their user account created.

1.5 Hardware purchase
Partners will purchase hardware directly from Avanti from any of their two warehouses on the
following locations:


Hellmann Worldwide Logistics Limited
Kuhlmann House, Lancaster Way
Fradley Park, Lichfield
Staffs
WS13 8SX, UK
Contact: Holly Dearn
Tel: +44(0) 1543 443 400
Email: CLinbound@gb.hellmann.net



DHL Global Forwarding
8 Jansen Road
Jet Park
Boksburg2
1459, South Africa
Contact: Macks Mongatane
Tel: +27 11 383 8151
Email: Macks.Mongatane@dhl.com
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2.0 iWayAfrica Services KA band products
2.1 iWayAfri-KA Service Plans
Below is the current iWayAfri-KA portfolio of service plans available to end-customers:
Product Name

Downlink Target
(kbps)

Uplink Target
(kbps)

Volume
(GB)

Afri KA - Consumer500

512

128

5

Afri KA - Consumer1000

1000

256

15

Afri KA - Consumer2000

2000

512

20

Afri KA - Consumer4000

4000

1000

25

Afri KA - Consumer6000

6000

1500

35

Afri KA - Consumer10000

10000

2000

40

Afri KA - Consumer15000

15000

2500

50

Afri KA - Professional2000

2000

512

50

Afri KA - Professional4000

4000

1000

75

Afri KA - Professional6000

6000

1500

125

Afri KA - Professional10000

10000

2000

250

Afri KA - Professional15000

15000

2500

350

Afri KA - Professional1000

1000

512

Uncapped

Table 2.0.1 iWayAfri-KA service packages

Please note:
i.
ii.
iii.

Monthly inclusive GB allowance is applied from the applicable Service Commencement Date of each Service
package ordered by the Partner and is applied on a per calendar month basis
Consumer Service Packages includes free night time data usage between 9 PM GMT and 4 AM GMT
Professional Service Packages includes free night time data usage between 10 PM and 4 AM GMT and 1 free
static IP address
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2.2 Volume Boosters
2.2.1 Overview

This is only supported on AUP/EAUP tariffs and provides the ability to add additional usage
allowance to devices, with this data allowance provided to the device at the headline service speed;
these additional usage allowances are referred to as Volume Boosters. Volume Boosters can be added
at any time over the course of the user’s calendar monthly usage cycle, regardless of how much remains
on any inclusive data allowance for the end user.

2.2.2 How do Partners order Volume Booster?

To request a volume booster, Partners should send an email to cse@iwayafrica.net with the device ID,
amount of volume booster in multiples of GBs and the validity period of the booster (up to a
maximum of 30 days). Applying a booster to a device will lift any throttling applied to it until either the
booster data allowance has been depleted or the validity period expires.
Please note that:
i.
ii.

Usage is always accounted against any active Volume Boosters first. i.e. if a device has monthly data allowance
remaining and active Volume Boosters, then usage is accounted for against the active Volume Boosters first.
A negative booster balance can be incurred as a result of any excess data usage by a customer. If they are using
their service when their data allowance runs out, then it may be possible for them to continue using data for a
short period of time before they are throttled. The negative booster balance will remain until the next time a
booster is added. This will then be subtracted from the new booster amount.

2.2.3 How long does a Volume Booster take to become active?

Volume Boosters are applied within a few minutes of submission by iWayAfrica Services into the OSS.

2.2.4 How long is a Volume Booster valid for?

A Volume Booster is valid for the specified period (up to a maximum of 30 days) that it was added to
the OSS.
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2.2.5 What happens if there is still usage remaining on a previous Volume Booster and you add
additional credit?

It is possible to add multiple Volume Boosters to a device at any time, which allows extra boosters to
be added before current boosters expire. The new booster data allowance will be combined with any
remaining booster data allowance from previous boosters. The expiry date of the new booster will be
applied across all current boosters. Please be aware that this still applies even if the expiry date of a new
booster is earlier than the expiry date of a current booster.

2.2.6 User Portal View

The User Portal (portal.avantiplc.com) display is updated to help the end user keep better track of
purchased Volume Boosters and remaining data.
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Figure 2.2.6.1 User Portal Display

Customers’ data usage and remaining data allowance from their monthly inclusive usage is still
displayed, however there is a separate display showing the following:




Current Volume Booster data allowance
Expiry date and time in UTC
Remaining data allowance
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A note underneath the “Booster Bar” stating “You exceeded your previous booster by xxGB…” will
only appear if there is a Negative Booster Allowance. However, the note in small blue print at the
bottom of the display, will remain permanently in order to inform customers why their booster
allowance may be less than what they have purchased; mainly due to a previous negative booster
allowance.
Please see section 6.0 Customer Portal for further details on the user portal.

2.3 iWayAfri-KA IP Addressing Policy
iWayAfrica Services Partners may either use their own public IPv4 addressing range if they have a
provider independent range or Autonomous System (AS), or make use of Avanti IPv4 address space.
For those partners using their own IPv4 address space there are no general restrictions on how they
make use of this, the partner should discuss their requirements with iWayAfrica Services and we will
facilitate any requirements where practicable.
Partners making use of the Avanti IPv4 address space will note that Avanti have a requirement to
manage their IPv4 address space as effectively and efficiently as possible under their LIR obligations
with Regional Internet Registries (RIR).
2.3.1 Applicability by Product

The following table lists the service package eligibility for issued IP addresses:
Product/Plan
Standard Allocation Option
CONSUMER
Private IP,
/32
Carrier NAT
PRO
Private IP,
/32 *Free
Carrier NAT
/30
/29
/28
/27
Table 2.3.1.1 applicability by product

* Free allocations are upon request and subject to availability
Where larger allocations of addresses are requested by the partner, iWayAfrica Services reserves the
right to charge the partner for the administration and management of these IP addresses with charges
on application. The service provider (Avanti) reserves the right to change (renumber) any public
address configuration utilizing Avanti IP addressing at five (5) days notice to iWayAfrica Services which
will be immediately communicated to Partners.
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In order to apply for /30, /29, /28 and /27 subnet allocations, the customer must complete the RIPE
form which can be downloaded from the Support portal URL http://support.iwayafrica.com/ (under
Support Center » Downloads » Avanti) for Avanti to confirm the requirement validity and file for any RIR
audit.
Due to the nature of IP subnetting, each IP subnet allocation results in the following usable public IP
addresses for end users:
Subnet Allocation
/30
/29
/28
/27

Nominal Addresses
4
8
16
32

Usable Addresses
2
6
14
30

Table Usable Public IP

Where IP allocations are assigned to a satellite modem network interface this interface will utilize one
of the Usable Addresses.
2.3.2 Application and Process

All requests for Avanti public IP address allocations must be directed to cse@iwayafrica.net;
applications requiring a /30 or larger subnet allocation should also include the completed RIPE.
An allocation of a /32 does not require an IP Subnet Request form to be completed.
Partners requesting subnet allocations larger than /27 size where addressing is to be used for individual
terminals as /32 allocations, may submit such request via the process for /30 - /27 subnet allocations,
substituting a six month forecast of terminal IP addressing requirements for the service provider
(Avanti) review. The service provider (Avanti) shall review the Partner utilization of larger subnet
allocations for the purpose of ensuring address space is used for /32 allocations only and suitable
utilization of address space in relation to forecast requirements.
Upon approval the Service Provider (Avanti) seeks to complete the configuration of IP address
allocation requests within 5 days and this will immediately be communicated to Partners.
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2.3.3 Evaluation Criteria

Subnets may be allocated to customers provided they have an applicable product, see section
“2.3.1 Applicability by Product”. Partners need to be prepared to justify their requests, in particular
that the requirement cannot be met using a single or small number of IPs with Network Address
Translation and port forwarding.
IPs will be allocated on a need only basis, with the smallest subnet possible being assigned based on the
customers’ requirements communicated via the RIPE form.
2.3.4 Guidance for IP Requirements

Requirements for a subnet vary. A Subnet may be required by an end user who cannot perform a
desired task using NAT / Port Forwarding. Some common examples are provided below, but
discretion must be exercised to ensure the correct decision is made:
Valid IP requirements:
Any protocol or service which accepts remotely initiated inbound connections, or is needed to be run
on more than one machine. (Non-exhaustive list of examples):





Hosting of services which listen for remotely initiated inbound connections from the public
internet.
Hosting of multiple services which listen for remotely initiated inbound connections on the
same port from the public internet.
VPN applications, many of which do not run correctly over NAT or require specialist NAT
equipment.
Hardware Firewalls, designed to offer better network security.

Non-valid IP requirements:



Hosting of multiple websites from the same web server - this can be done using virtual hosting.
However, if someone wants to host multiple SSL websites then this is a valid reason, as you
cannot use virtual hosts with SSL.
Hosting of different services on different servers, i.e. 1 webserver, 1 FTP server and 1 Linux
ssh shell server. Port forwarding would allow users to forward the relevant port on the right
machine, all from the same IP (/32).
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3.0 Service order
Partners desiring to subscribe to the iWayAfri-KA band service must fill in a New Service Order Form
and email the same to iWayAfrica Services. A new method of submitting service orders via SOLID
ticket is currently under development and will be communicated once complete.

3.1 New Service Order Form
Please take note of the following when filling in the New Service Order information:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

The Contact Email Address allows for usage notification emails to be sent to the email address
provided. You may specify your own email and forward on to your end users at your
convenience or fill in the customer's email to be sent directly to the end-users
Please specify the customer’s organization name of the Customer REF field
Fill in the name of the customer or local point of contact on the Contact Name field
Fill in the Street Name/District/Town/City/County/Country/Postcode/Zipcode/Contact Number fields
as appropriate
Select the appropriate bandwidth plan from the Plan field
The Service Traffic Type field contains the following selections:
a) Volume Based Billing (VBB): This policy is designed to offer customers the freedom of
internet access without the worry of being restricted because they are close or have
exceeded their monthly volume allocation. If the end used exceeds the Monthly
inclusive GB applicable to the Service Package, they are charged per excess GB used
(rounded up to the nearest whole GB).
We strongly suggest that you remind end users to proactively monitor their usage
during the month via the User Portal, URL: http:// portal.avantiplc.com, so they do
not end up with a surprise bill.
If end users are regularly exceeding their monthly allocated volumes, then this is a good
time for you to discuss any possible upgrade to a plan with a more appropriate usage
limit with the customer.
Please note VBB packages do not support volume boosters
b) Acceptable Usage Policy (AUP): AUP/EAUP Service Packages are subject to an enforced
traffic management policy whereby the Service Provider will gradually reduce the
headline download and/or upload Service Package speed in steps corresponding to
every 20% utilization of the monthly inclusive GB by the Customer. Upon the
Customer exceeding their Monthly Inclusive GB allowance Customers Service Package
speeds will be further reduced to a headline speed of 64kbps upload and 32kbps
download for the remainder of the Customers Monthly Inclusive GB period. Email
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notifications are sent at 70% and 100% for when the monthly usage allowances are
about to exceed or have exceeded. Volume Boosters are supported on this tariff.
Please note:
Each Service Package shall be provided from the Service Commencement Date and shall continue for
the Minimum Period (specified on the Term field below) and thereafter on a rolling month-by-month
basis. Any Service Package cancelled by the Partner prior to the end of the Minimum Period will result
in the Partner being charged for the remaining Months in the Minimum Period (the "Early
Termination Charge"). The Partner shall be permitted to upgrade or downgrade a Service Package
during the applicable Minimum Period without charge subject to the Partner giving the Service Provider
not less than fourteen (14) day's prior notice. Any changes to a Service Package shall take effect at the
beginning of the month following which due notice has been given.
vii.
viii.
ix.

The Term field provides the selection of length of the contract term. A list of options will
display according to your previous selection of Service Traffic Type and Plan
The Optional IP address field will display applicable IP addressing options for the selected
bandwidth plan. Orders that require routed subnets (/30, /29, /28, /27) must be accompanied
by a duly filled RIPE form.
Co-ordinates: Please specify the site’s Longitude and Latitude in decimal format at the bottom
of the form. This may be easily determined from Google Maps URL: http://maps.google.com/
by entering the end user installation location address (or as close as can be determined) and
then right clicking on the map location and selecting What’s here?

Latitude and Longitude will be shown as highlighted in below screenshot:
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Latitude and Longitude are very important as they ensure that the device is provisioned into the correct
beam. Where the location is in an area where coverage overlaps, the Avanti system will automatically
detect what beam provide the highest signal levels and allocate the remote to that beam.
Please note that the New Service Order Form and other iWayAfri-KA product forms can be downloaded from iWayAfrica Services
Support portal using the URL: http://support.iwayafrica.com/

3.2 iWayAfri-KA products service activation process
The iWayAfri-KA service activation process flow is as shown below:
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3.3 Service Changes
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Partners may make service changes, eg: service package changes, cancellations, routed public IPs,
change of location etc by filling the Service Change Form which can be found on the Support portal.
Below is the iWayAfri-KA service change process flow:
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4.0 Support Portal
The support portal, URL: http://support.iwayafrica.com/, contains iWayAfri-KA products resources
which can be downloaded from the Avanti Folder under the Downloads section. This includes the
following:








New Service Order Form
Service Change Form
RIPE Form
Avanti Booster Guide
Avanti Coverage Maps
BLANK ACCREDITATION SIGN OFF v1
iWayAfri-KA Products Partner Guide
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5.0 Fault investigation
5.1 System Overview
The satellite modem has five LEDs on the front panel, as shown in Figure 5.1 below. By their
appearance - on, off, blinking, or flashing the LEDs indicate the modem’s operating status. The front
panel LEDs are all blue when lit.

Fig 5.1.1 Hughes HN9260 Modem

5.2 LED INTERPRETATION
LAN LED
Solid blue = LAN is connected and usable
Flashing blue = there is transmit or receive activity on the LAN
Off = No device is connected to the LAN port or the device connected to the LAN port is not
working properly
Transmit LED
Solid blue = OK
Flashing blue (mostly on) = transmitting frames
Flashing blue (mostly off) = Ranging (The modem is measuring the distance to the satellite to calibrate
transmit timing and transmit power.)
Off = condition preventing transmission
Receive LED
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Solid blue = OK (Receive path is operational)
Flashing blue = receiving frames/data
Off = condition preventing receiving
System LED
Solid blue = system operational
Off = condition preventing full operation
Power LED
Solid blue = power is on and unit is functioning normally
Flashing = running fallback.bin (backup software)
Off = no power
Blinking = Modem is not commissioned or has lost its configuration data
Off with some other LED flashing = fatal error

5.3 System Control Centre
Information can be obtained from the Hughes Terminal GUI to assist with any troubleshooting.
To connect to the HN9200 GUI, enter the POP IP Address of the terminal into your address bar in a
web browser.
If connecting directly behind the terminal you would need to enter the LAN IP Address, normally
192.168.0.1 by default.
Note: If you cannot connect to the terminal remotely, it could indicate a possible fault. Please follow
standard troubleshooting if this is the case. If you cannot connect to the terminal when connected
directly to the terminal, it could suggest a local issue, such as an Ethernet cable issue or local
PC/Laptop issue.
You will be prompted for a Username and Password;
Username: avanti
Password: avanti

Fig 5.3.0 modem login screen
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Once authenticated, you will be presented with the terminals landing page, otherwise known as the
terminal GUI.

Fig 5.3.1

The GUI has four round buttons with labels above them as shown in Figure 1.3. Each button is a link
to the System Control Centre page identified by the label - for example, the System Status button is a
link to the System Status page.

Fig 5.3.2

Click the button to go to the page identified by the label.
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5.4 System Status
The System Status button indicates the operational status of the terminal. The other three buttons are
only indicators and will always remain ‘blue’. The System Status Button has 3 potential colors depending
on the status of the terminal.
They are;
Green - The satellite modem is operating normally. (OK appears beneath the System Status button.)
Red - A problem has been detected.
Yellow - Performance is temporarily impaired because of the following causes:
• There may be a problem with Web Acceleration.
• The modem may be temporarily using a backup configuration.
• There may be virus activity.
If the System Status button is red or yellow, you would need to click onto the System Status Button.
Clicking into each of the status buttons will provide a more detailed view.
System Status Page
The System Status page and other System Control Centre pages show information that may be
particularly useful for advanced users and for troubleshooting.
If a red flag is seen on either the Receive or Transmit status, you can click the underlined parameter
value in the right hand column to see additional information about the problem.
If you require assistance from the Support Helpdesk please ensure you have this information ready.

Fig 5.4.0
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The parameters listed on the System Status page are explained in the following table.
Parameter

Description

Signal Strength

Receive signal strength. A value of 70 or less indicates a weak signal.
The terminal will fail commissioning if signal strength is below 30.

Receive Status

Indicates if the receive data path is operational or other status. Click
the displayed Rx Code for explanation of the displayed code.
Transmit Status
Indicates if the transmit data path is operational or other status.
Click the displayed Tx Code for corresponding Help information.
Software
Download Indicates if the satellite modem’s software and configuration are up
Status
to date. An error may be seen during the commissioning where
delays for a software upgrade can occur.
Service Status

Indicates if the modem has been commissioned (registered with the
system). If showing Not Commissioned you would need to
commission the terminal.

TCP Acceleration Status

Indicates if TCP Acceleration is operational or other status. TCP
acceleration improves the modem’s performance and is set enabled
by default. Please email: cse@iwayafrica.net if you would like TCP
Acceleration disabled.

Web Acceleration Status

Indicates if Web Acceleration is operational or other status. Could
degrade due to weather or local issue. Inactive message will show
when no web browsing is taking place.

Table 1: System Status Page Parameters

5.5 Reception Info Page
The Reception Information page displays information about data received by the satellite modem.
You can check the Receive Status parameters to find out if the receive data path is operational or if
there is a problem. Normal receive status is indicated by the message Receiver operational (RxCode5).
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Fig 5.5.1 Reception Info Page

The parameters listed on the Reception Information page are explained in the following table.
Parameter
Receive Status

Description
Indicates if the receive data path is operational or other status. Click the
displayed RxCode for explanation of the displayed code.

Frames
Received
Frames
Errors

Number of data messages received by the satellite modem.

Bad
Frames

Current
Modcod

with Percentage of received frames determined to be corrupted. Any number greater
than zero indicates a problem except when adverse weather conditions are
present. Frames may be corrupted in adverse weather conditions or if there is a
problem with the receive cable or antenna assembly. Please check locally before
calling the Support Helpdesk.
Key Percentage of received frames that could not be decrypted successfully. All data
received over the satellite is encrypted. Any number greater than zero indicates a
problem except when adverse weather conditions are present. Bad key frames
may indicate that the modem is not commissioned. Please check locally before
calling the Support Helpdesk.
Level of encoding the modem can accept based on the current signal quality.
Lower Modcod numbers are used if signal impairments such as rain are present.
Adaptive coding and modulation (Modcod) is a Hughes-developed technique
that maximizes over-the-air bandwidth utilization.

Table 2: Reception Info Page Parameters

5.6 Transmission Info Page
The Transmission Information page shown below displays information about data transmissions from
the satellite modem.
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The information on this screen may be useful to iWayAfrica Services Partner Support Helpdesk if you
need help in resolving a problem.
You can check the Transmit Status parameter to find out if the transmission data path is operational or
if there is a problem. Normal transmit status is indicated by the message Transmitter ready (TxCode 8).

Fig 5.6.1 Transmission Info Page

The parameters listed on the Transmission Information page are explained in the following table.
Parameter
Transmit Status

Description
Indicates if the transmit data path is operational. Click the displayed TxCode for
explanation of the displayed code.
of Number of frames transmitted to the satellite.

Number
Successful
Transmissions

Number
of Number of frames that could not be sent. A continuously increasing value
Failed
indicates a transmission problem. If a low value is displayed and does not
Transmissions
increase, and the system is functioning, there is no reason for concern. Please
check locally on the Tx Chain before calling the Support Helpdesk.
Number
of Total number of data packets queued for transmission to the satellite since the
Packets
modem was last restarted.
Submitted for
Transmission
Table 5.6.2: Transmission Info Page Parameters

5.7 System Info Page
The System Information page shown below provides system information for the satellite modem such
as Site ID and the release number of the modem’s operational software.
This information may be requested by Support Helpdesk to help troubleshoot any possible connection
or installation failures. Most of the parameters shown below are terminal/site specific and will prove
the Support Helpdesk with the terminals commissioning information.
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Fig 5.7.1 System Info Page

5.8 IP Connectivity
The first line support engineers can also lookup the IP address of a device. The IP address can be used
for immediately checking the connectivity with a command prompt tool.
Ping [POP IP address] delivers either replies, in the case of an operational device, or time-outs, when
the device is offline
or malfunctioning.
Ping returns for diagnostics requires a level of knowledge and interpretation.
Over a satellite broadband connection, packet loss only starts to become an issue at approximately 6%
which would prompt further examination and the average ping time for a satellite connection is
between 500 – 700ms.
A simple ping test can identify if time-outs occur, which would lead to ‘Intermittent Connectivity’.
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Fig 5.8.1 Intermittent Connectivity

The packet loss above was considerable at 20% and would be service effecting, either by slow speeds or
by intermittent browsing.
The main effect of packet loss is poor data throughput and the customer experiencing issues with the
‘QOS’ (Quality of Service) often relates to packet loss as a symptom of a larger issue. For example a
customer experiencing ‘Jitter’ when media streaming, online gaming or using VOIP (Voice Over I.P
Protocol) or video conferencing will often find that they are experiencing significant ‘Packet loss’.
Understanding the source or cause of the ‘Packet loss’ is the key to the finding a resolution quickly.
Used in conjunction with the other troubleshooting tools provided within the OSS, the ‘Ping Test’ can
be a very effective means of diagnostics.
Latency issues can also be identified with the representation of higher ping times (for example above
1000ms).
The below picture shows minimal high ping times and therefore would not be focused on as service
affecting.
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Fig 5.8.2 Latency visible within a Ping Test

However, when continuous high ping times are recorded this usually represents the broadband is being
affected by poor weather, issue with line of sight or a possible ODU (Outdoor Door Unit) issue.
Conversely, the consistent return of ‘Request Timed Out’, clearly identifies the connection is ‘Offline’.
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Fig 5.8.3 No Connectivity to Terminal

5.9 RUNNING SPEED TESTS
Before running a Speed Test, please check the following:


The light sequence on the Hughes Terminal – for a fully operational internet connection you
should see 5 blue lights; Power, System, Receive, Transmit and LAN. Please see diagram below;
Please note: If the light sequence is not complete with all 5 LED lights lit, then you will need to
troubleshoot - as there may be an issue with your terminal that may well be interfering with
your internet speed.



If you have no lights showing on your terminal, then please make sure that the power cord is
successfully connected to both the terminal and to the wall power outlet.



Make sure that you are using a ‘hard wired’ connection direct to the HN9200 Hughes terminal
from your laptop or home computer. Please note that any speed tests will not be a valid if you
run a test if any LAN device e.g. Routers, switches, firewall etc are integrated to the modem.
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Fig 5.9.1 Local Configuration Setup

Please note: That any speed tests will not be a valid tests if you run a test using a wireless connection
through a WI-FI router.
After checking your internet connections, simply go to the following website in your web browser:
http://portal.avantiplc.com .

You should come to the Customer Portal login page, as shown below.
Please enter your user logon details;
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Fig 5.9.2. Customer Portal Login Page

After entering your email and password successfully you will gain access to the user portal area. Please
go to the ‘Speed Test’ Section on the top tab bar, as shown below;

Fig 5.9.3 Customer Portal Speed Test Tab

After selecting the ‘Speed Test’ Tab, you will see the actual speed test screen, as shown below; please
simply ckick on the ‘Begin Test’ Button in the middle of web page.
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Fig 5.9.4 Customer Portal Begin Speed Test

The Speed test will take approximately 30 seconds to complete – after the test has successfully run, you
will be shown two sets of results, the ‘Download’ and the ‘Upload’ Speeds.
These figures will differ and the figures should be representative of your agreed bandwidth plan.
Before contacting iWayAfrica Services Customer Support- please run the test 3 times at different
intervals. Having the results in 3 different periods will show a true reflection of your internet speed, as
the internet speeds will differ depending on the time of day that you run the tests.

Please see the screen shot below for an example of the Sped Test Results screen:
29

Fig 5.9.5 Customer Portal Speed Test Results
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6.0 Customer Portal
The User Portal (portal.avantiplc.com) allows for end users to register with the user portal when
connecting from their satellite broadband service. Once registered, the user may log into the User
Portal to manage their usage.
The home page shows Partner information, Usage, Dates, Language options, and other utilities the user
will find useful.

Fig 6.0.1 Customer Portal Home Page
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6.1 Speed Test Page

Fig 6.1.1 Customer Portal Speed Test

This page is for the end-user to use the Avanti speed test utility. Which will then be recorded on the
Avanti system for Partners to request.

6.2 My Account page
This displays the User’s information which can be used by the customer/partner to confirm
information within the system.
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Fig 6.2.1 Customer Portal Account Page
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7.0 REMOTE CONFIGURATION
The aim of this section is to highlight some crucial details on remote configuration of the below;





IP Addressing Policy
Port Forwarding
Public IP addresses
Enabling and Disabling DHCP

7.1 PORT FORWARDING
WHAT IS PORT FORWARDING?
When a computer on the internet sends data to the external IP address of the router, the router needs
to know what to do with the data. Port Forwarding simply tells the router which computer on the local
area network to send the data to. When you have port forwarding rules set up, your router takes the
data off of the external IP address: Port Number and sends that data to an internal IP address: Port
Number.
HOW DO I REQUEST PORT FORWARDING?
Partners would need to have a Public IP Address set up on the Hughes Terminal. Partners can request
no more than 20 entries; if more are required we would recommend applying Static NAT.
For any port forwarding request please forward a completed Port Forwarding Form to
cse@iwayafrica.net.

7.2 ASSIGNING PUBLIC IP ADDRESSES
ASSIGNING IP ADDRESSES
Please note that due to RIPE IPv4 exhaustion predicted on 27th of July 2012 IP addressing requests
are reviewed more rigorously and may be rejected if an alternative NAT solution is available for
required solution.
HOW CAN I REQUEST A /30, /29, /28 or /27?
Partners will need to send a completed IP Subnet ripe Request form to cse@iwayafrica.net. These are
available on request or can be found on the iWayAfrica Support Portal http://support.iwayafrica.com/.
HOW CAN I REQUEST FURTHER /32 or Private IP’s?
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Partners would need to send an email to cse@iwayafrica.net with their forecast for the next 3, 6 & 12
months of expected live services for both private IP’s and /32 public IP addresses.
This is to ensure that you are supplied sufficiently and you do not run out of IP addresses. Failure to
supply a forecast may cause a significant delay in the replenishment of further ranges.
STANDARD NAT CONFIGURATION

Fig 7.2.1 Standard NAT configuration

STANDARD NAT CONFIGURATION WITH ROUTER

Fig 7.2.2 Standard NAT configuration with router
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ROUTED CONFIGURATION WITH /30 SUBNET

Fig7.2.3 Routed configuration with /30 subnet

ROUTED CONFIGURATION WITH /29 SUBNET

Fig7.2.4 Routed configuration with /29 subnet
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7.3 Applying Static Nat
WHAT IS STATIC NAT?
Static NAT allows all internet Traffic to be forwarded to an end user’s own Router or device behind
the Hughes Terminal.
This allows the user to manage all of their own Port forwarding requirements on their LAN.
WHO SETS UP THE STATIC NAT?
End-users would need to have a Public IP Address set up on the Hughes Terminal.
HOW DO I ASSIGN STATIC NAT?
Ensure Terminal has a Public IP (/32). This can be requested by sending email to cse@iwayafrica.net

7.4 Enabling & Disabling DHCP
WHAT IS DHCP?
Dynamic Host configuration Protocol (DHCP) is a network protocol that enables a server to
automatically assign an IP address from a predefined LAN network IP range. Some end-users may
have specific devices that require DHCP to be enabled/disabled.
WHO CAN ENABLE and DISABLE DHCP?
For NAT devices DHCP is enabled by default. DHCP cannot be enabled on Routed Terminals.
Requests to enable or disable DHCP should be sent to cse@iwayafrica.net
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7.5 Changing configuration Nat to Routed
ROUTED CONFIGURATION
By default your setup will be NAT with a private IP or /32 Public IP address. Having a routed terminal
requires a /30, /29, /28 or /27 subnet IP range. This configuration instead of using NAT, applies a
Public Static IP address to the devices on the internal LAN.
To change a terminal to a routed configuration you will be required to purchase one of the above
mentioned subnets from iWayAfrica Services or, if you have your own IP allocation you can send your
request to iWayAfrica Services to have the IP routed within Avanti’s network.
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8.0 CONTACT DETAILS
In the event that technical or operational assistance is required from iWayAfrica Services Ltd, the
engineer should first contact the Customer Support Helpdesk.
It is important to give the Support Engineer a good description of the problem and the 1st level
troubleshooting steps undertaken by the partner engineer. This is in a bid to help the Support Engineer
understand, identify and correct the issue.
iWayAfrica Service Ltd Customer Support Engineers can be contacted via:
Direct Phone Line: +254-20-444 0317
GSM: +254722474829, +254733400024
Mobile: +254-736-696947
Mobile: +254-737-696903
Mobile: +254-738-696929
Mobile: +254-736-696937
Mobile: +254-738-696900
E-mail: cse@iwayafrica.net
Corporate Chat Skype Name: iwayafrica_support
Facebook: www.facebook.com/iwayafrica
Twitter: @iWayAfrica
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9.0 ESCALATION MATRIX
For matters that need to be escalated, the following path of escalation should be used for any technical
issues within the Customer Support Engineering Department:
30 minutes - 1st Level of Escalation: Team Leader- Service Activation
Kennedy Kiragu
E-mail: kkiragu@iwayafrica.net
Office: +254-20-444 0314/317
Mobile: +254 736 696937
30 minutes - 1st Level of Escalation: Team Leader- Customer Support Engineer
Mary Wangui
E-mail: mwangui@iwayafrica.net
Office: +254-20-444 0314/317
Mobile: +254 736 696947
60 Minutes Escalation - 2nd Level of Escalation: Customer Services Manager
Boniface Mwangangi
E-mail: bmwangangi@iwayafrica.net
Office: +254-20-444 0314/317
Mobile: +254 736 696918
3rd Level of Escalation: Group Operations Manager - iWayAfrica Service Ltd
Please note that this should only be done after exhausting all avenues available and no action has been
undertaken.
Ali Bofulo
E-mail: abofulo@iwayafrica.net
Office: +254-20-444 0314/317
Office: +254 731 888 838
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